An overview of errors in line source dosimetry for gamma-ray brachytherapy.
The generally used approach for routine brachytherapy dosimetry depends on a value of source strength provided by the source supplier, the theoretical concept of exposure rate constants for different nuclides, and the applicability of inverse square law to point sources. Corrections for filtration of the radiation within the capsule of the source and attenuation in tissue medium are effected based on attenuation coefficients and data published in the literature. Therefore there is no unique or ideal way of selecting the required data and there could be a spread in the dose values derived by different users. The errors inherent in the current practice of dosimetry of linear sources in brachytherapy are discussed. If the brachytherapy sources are specified in terms of exposure rate at a distance from the source by the source suppliers, the overall uncertainty in the dosimetry at regions of clinical interest around the source could be limited to about +/- 6%.